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Member Opening Reception
Friday March 18 6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
CAM Members & Guests: $10 per admission
Be among the first to experience this exhibition while enjoying light refreshments,
cash bar and live music.
6:30 pm Remarks

She tells a story celebrates the work of fifty-one visual artists from CAM’s
permanent collection and connects the forms of visual and literary arts. Exploring the
catalytic relationship between visual imagery and text, CAM invited fifteen Wilmingtonarea writers to compose new work inspired by these selections. This juxtaposition of
visual with word illuminates how artists communicate their experiences, perspectives
and world views through their chosen medium.
This exhibition recognizes these creators by the quality of their work. However, their
gender and societal mores within the time they lived shaped their identity as artists,
their work and the interpretation of it. By acknowledging and questioning these
effects, this exhibition hopes to highlight the many contributions, past and present, of
women in the visual and literary arts.
Writers participating in this exhibition include: Anna Lena Phillips Bell; Karen E.
Bender; Wendy Brenner; May-lee Chai; Cara Cilano; Amrita Das; Nina de Gramont;
Dina Greenberg; Malena Mörling; Khalisa Kelly Rae; Celia Rivenbark; Gwenyfar Rohler;
Emily Smith; Bertha Todd and Margo Williams.
Sponsored in part by Corning
Front Image: Susan Harbage Page (American, b. 1959), Nun with Apple [Detail], 2002. Photogravure
print on paper, Ed. 7/30. Gift of the artist is memory of C. Reynolds Brown, 2004.23
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Exhibition and programming
information may be found at
www.cameronartmuseum.org
or by calling 910.395.5999
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